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THE BENEFITS OF URBAN TREES 



Sustainable management of the urban forest 

Our Vision
A global network of optimised urban 
forests to grow towns and cities which are 
better places to live and work.

Our Mission
To highlight the benefits of trees 

http://www.treeconomics.co.uk


 67% of urban forests in the UK   
have no proactive management

The Problem 

Urban Population2018

70%

54%

Cities occupy only 3% of the Earths Surface 
but consume 70% of global energy and emit 

75% of greenhouse gases - UN 2014

Urban Forest Cover

36

8

Tree cover is a critical element of the urban 
fabric providing multiple benefits to society at 

relatively little cost

Million 
  urban trees lost every year in the US 

alone  

Million 
Trees in  Greater London

2050

of the global population living in 
cities

of the global population living in 
cities

Urban Forests are an overlooked and undervalued 
resource 

http://www.treeconomics.co.uk


Progress and Highlights 
2016

2013 2017

2019
Pilot Urban Forest Assessment in 

Torbay Featured on ITV News  

2011

Completed School for Social 
Entrepreneurs 

Innovation Award for Highways 
England project

2015
Undertook and advised on 

valuing London’s urban 
forest

20 Urban Forestry Projects Completed 

Over 30 Urban Forestry Projects Completed 

Lottery Funding for 
interactive tree trail Society of Municipal 

Arborists (US Based) Award 
for Innovation 

HYDE PARK

TREE BENEFITS

An integrated assessment of tree benefits in Hyde Park using 

i-Tree Eco and Capital Asset Valuation for Amenity Trees

Torbay’s Urban Forest

Assessing Urban Forest Effects and Values

A report on the fi ndings from the UK i-Tree Eco pilot project



What is i-Tree?
i-Tree is a peer-reviewed software 
suite designed to help quantify 
urban forest structure, function and 
values.

Developed by many collaborators incl: In the UK:



Who is using it?



Assessing Urban Forest Structure
Ground-basedAerial

Canopy



How does i-Tree Eco work?

Field data 

• Number of trees 


• Species composition


• Tree dimensions 


• Tree Health 


• Leaf Area 


• Biomass 

Carbon Storage and 
Sequestration

Air pollution removal

Stormwater attenuation


Buildings and energy use

UV protection


Urban Forest Food 

£ Annual Benefits 

[And other benefits can be calculated outside of Eco with the data ]

Inventory  or 
Sample Plot 

£ Replacement Cost 
(CTLA) 


Amenity (CAVAT) 

Structure  Function   Values    



How does i-Tree Eco work?



How does i-Tree Eco work?



How does i-Tree Eco work?









Islington Borough Council


Tree Planting Strategy


 

October 2019 
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Air Pollution Removal - Elephant Park
Platanus x acerifolia

Acer platanoides

Prunus

Liquidambar styraciflua

Tilia tomentosa

Betula utilis

Betula albo-sinensis

Acer

Acer campestre

Malus

All Other Species

Pollutants Removed (kg)

0 24 48 72 96 120

CO O3 NO2 SO2 PM2.5



Air Pollution Removal - London



£126,000,000 pr yr











The Problem….



The Problem….









Intro and Info 



Soil



Long Term Canopy 



Long Term Canopy -  
Species Makeup



Long Term Canopy - 
Ecosystem Services 
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Benefits from a tree planted in adequate soil volume will continue to 
increase beyond 200 years. 
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Project Name
Mare Street

Location
Hackney, London, UK

Project Type
Streetscape

11 GreenBlue Urban 12Street Tree Cost Benefit Analysis

Standard street trees planted without an appropriate volume of uncompacted 
soil are not cost-effective despite initial installation costs being cheaper. This is 
because the breakeven point on cost vs benefits is never reached. 

Tree Benefit Time Chart for
a Tree in Ideal Conditions

04.
 Cost Effectiveness

01.
Trees are the largest, and longest living things on earth – when planted well, and maintained. Most street 
trees do not attain their species potential simply because the long term requirements are not calculated 
at planting stage. As you can see from the above graphic, originally formulated by Jeremy Barrell of 
Barrell Tree Consultancy, the real cost benefits start to increase after about 50 years, and continue to 
increase for another 150 years! Much of urban development does not look ahead more than 75 years, so 
well planted trees can shape our cities for decades and even centuries to come!

02.
This image shows how regular replanting of trees which fail before they have achieved 10 years of age 
is not only a total waste of resources, but never provide the multiple and needed benefits to our urban 
communities. Realistically, they will not give us more than 20% of their potential values – so better to plant 
one tree well, than 5 trees poorly!

Headline Findings

Courtesy: J Barrell 



Working from the concept 



Working from the concept 



Working from the concept 



Increasing Benefits 



27 GreenBlue Urban 28Street Tree Cost Benefit Analysis

Table 1 (below) illustrates the total lifecycle cost and benefits for a tree over a 50 year time 
horizon. At the end of 50 years, a standard street tree will have cost £11,902 ($16,078 USD). 
However, a tree planted with a RSS will have generated a surplus benefit of £2,700 ($3,647 
USD).

This represents a much more cost-effective, longer lasting and beneficial way to plant trees. 
However, the real cost of not planting trees properly is never having a tree with a mature 
crown that can deliver maximum benefits to society.

Project Name
3 Miami Central

Location
Miami, Florida

Project Type
Streetscape

Cost Profile for 
Urban Trees

01.
Costs include supply, delivery, installation, 
tree guard and tree grille, warranty, traffic 
management and watering. Materials such 
as tree grille and guard were considered 
reusable in subsequent tree replacement.

02.
Includes below-ground anchoring, sturdier 
metal guard, watering tube, aeration system, 
25m³ (885 ft³) load-bearing cellular system 
complete with soil, root director, twin 
walled load bearing geonet and a surface 
opening with tree grate or permeable rubber 
surround.

01 02

Item Street Tree
- 50yrs

Notes Tree with RSS
- 50yrs

Notes

Installation Costs -£8,634.00
(-$11,665.75)

Tree replaced 4 times 
over the study period¹

-£4,946.00
(-$6,679.99)

GBU planting spec²

Total Accumulated 
Benefits after 50yr 
period

£139.50
($188.41)

Air pollution filtration, 
carbon sequestered 
and stormwater 
attenuated from the 
tree canopy

£8,123.00
($10,970.80)

Air pollution filtration, 
carbon sequestered 
and stormwater 
attenuated from both 
the tree canopy and 
RSS

Total Maintenance -£1,667.00
(-$2,252.17)

15% Failure Insurance 
(Yrs1-3), Inspection, leaf 
clearing and formative 
pruning

-£405.00
(-$547.17)

Inspection, leaf 
clearing, formative 
pruning

Removal Costs -£1,740.00
(-$2,350.80)

End of life felling (3 
times) and stump 
grinding

£0.00
($0.00)

Still growing at 50 
years

Net Life Cycle Cost -£11,901.50
(-$16,078.99)

£2,772.00
($3,743.63)

Table 1: Cost Profile

50 Year Scenario



£12,000.00

Years

Replant Replant Replant Replant

Accumulated Benefit Accumulated Cost

10 20 30 40 50

£9,000.00

£6,000.00

£3,000.00

£0.00

$16,000.00

$12,000.00

$8,000.00

$4,000.00

Fig 1: Breakeven points for standard tree (GBP + USD)

Fig 2: Breakeven points for a tree with RSS (GBP + USD)

£9,000.00

Years

Accumulated Benefit Accumulated Cost

10 20 30 40 50

£6,750.00

£4,500.00

£2,250.00

£0.00

$12,000.00

$9,000.00

$6,000.00

$3,000.00

29 GreenBlue Urban 30Street Tree Cost Benefit Analysis

A common argument for not planting a tree with a RSS is that it costs more than for a tree in 
a traditional tree pit. If the costs for the initial year of installation are taken in isolation, then 
this is indeed true. However, this short-sighted approach will become a significant cost in a 
very short number of years, as table 1 illustrates. 

Breakeven Point
Accumulated costs vs benefits are illustrated in fig 1 and 2 in order to find the point at which the 
benefits outweigh the costs, the ‘breakeven’ point. 

The results are interesting. A standard street tree will never breakeven despite the lower initial 
establishment costs on account of the tree needing periodic replacement. However, the tree 
with a RSS will break even in year 32. 

In reality the breakeven point could be much earlier but as yet it is not possible to quantify and 
value all the benefits from urban trees.



Cost Benefit Analysis - Elephant Park

Accumulated net present value of costs and benefits
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Retaining Existing Trees  

£9,000.00
($12,000.00)

($9,000.00)

($6,000.00)

($3,000.00)

Years

Street Tree Annual Benefits Tree with RSS Annual Benefits

0 50 100 150 200 250

£6,750.00
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£2,250.00

£0.00
($0.00)

35 GreenBlue Urban 36Street Tree Cost Benefit Analysis

If given adequate rooting volume, street trees will live well beyond 50 years. In cities 
like London for example, many of the older plane trees were planted prior to the exact 
engineering standards of today, and accessed uncompacted soil volumes allowing them 
to survive and enable growth beyond 200 years. 

Unfortunately, urban design cycles are generally only 30 years (termed ‘design’ life) up 
to around 60 years (the ‘whole’ life). This means that at the time when trees really start to 
provide maximum benefits, the infrastructure around them may be in a process of (or due 
for) redevelopment.   

In the example below (fig 5) tree benefits were calculated over the 200 year time horizon 
to demonstrate the importance of large mature trees with full crowns. These larger trees 
are providing much more in terms of the benefits. It is therefore important to try and 
retain trees beyond 50 years so that they can become large, mature specimens providing 
maximum benefit. 

Full Lifecycle Benefits
& Costs

Fig 5: 200 year benefits (GBP + USD)

Project Name
The Old Bailey

Location
London

Project Type
Streetscape
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Tree Life Benefits (2019-2119) - Over the next

100 years, based on forecasted tree growth, i-Tree

Design projects total benefits worth £76,220:

£25,283 of stormwater runoff savings by

intercepting 31,295,430 liters of rainfall

£47,698 of air quality improvement savings by

absorbing and intercepting pollutants such as

ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and

particulate matter; reducing energy production

needs; and lowering air temperature

£3,239 of savings by reducing 185,631

kilograms of atmospheric carbon dioxide

through CO 2 sequestration and decreased

energy production needs and emissions Figure 1. Tree benefit forecast for 100 years

Figure 2. Annual tree benefits for 2019

Current Year - For 2019, i-Tree Design estimates

annual tree benefits of £64.60:

£13.40 of stormwater runoff savings by

intercepting 16,649 liters of rainfall

£33.00 of air quality improvement savings

£18.20 of carbon dioxide reduction savings

       

http://www.itreetools.org
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i-Tree Design v6.0

Tree Benefit Report - 01/11/2019

A1+MP+19/3+SB+(5090A1/318,+L1,+148)

Trees Evaluated: 80



• What is value? Wherein does it lie?

• Value is the current worth of future expectations

• There is no single objective ledger of value 

• People create and judge value

What is Value?



Courtesy: Capita Symonds



Courtesy: Capita Symonds



Courtesy: Capita Symonds



Thank You
Any Questions ?


